
Windows 10 Accessibility Tools 

Accessibility Tools 

Found in the Settings 

1. Select the Windows icon on the lower right 

2. Select the gear (settings) icon.  

3. Select the Ease of Access icon 

 

Vision 

• Can change the display to magnify, change contrast, colors, cursors to help with visual access 

• The other part is the Narrator function – from that, the computer can read to you what’s on the screen. You can change 

what is read, to include controls, buttons, or just screen text only. - You will need speakers or headphones to have this 

function work. 

Audio 

• Can change volume access and alerts.  

• Closed captioning can work by displaying audio as text, this is for Windows and certain applications/programs only.  

• Visiting video websites such as YouTube, you will need to access the site’s captioning function. 

Interaction 

Speech  

• Turns on Dictation functions to control Windows or insert text in a text window. If you have an older word processor 

(MS office older than Office 365, or others like Corel, Open Office) you can still dictate through this function. You will 

need some kind of microphone, whether it is a built-in microphone, a USB microphone or 3.5mm plug microphone.  

• *** please note, some computers have separate headphone/microphone input jacks, while others have a single jack. 

You may or may not be able to use a combo headphone/microphone in one slot. It may require a splitter or a two-plug 

combo. They are usually pink and green. 

• Cortana is also available to take some voice commands like Apple’s Siri or Amazon’s Alexa 

 

Keyboard  

• This has functions for sticky keys (what to do if repeated key presses or special function), special short cuts. 

• On-screen keyboard, this brings a virtual keyboard on the screen. You can still use your regular keyboard, but if you go 

into it’s options menu, you can enable text prediction to help spell and find words correctly (like most cell phone text 

messaging). It eats up screen space and has to be on screen for the prediction to work 



 

• There are further typing options such as autocorrect. There is work on the hardware keyboard to have spelling and word 

suggestions instead of having the virtual keyboard on screen. As of March 2020, it will suggest three possible words at a 

time in a small pop-up, opposed to the 8 on the virtual keyboard 

 

 

Mouse 

• You can have the mouse be controlled by the numeric keypad 

• Other mouse settings such as speed can be accessed through here 

Eye control 

• For those who cannot control the computer with hands or voice, the computer can be controlled by eye movement and 

gaze, but this does require special equipment (camera/sensors) that are geared for eye movement tracking. 

 

Other Windows related Accessibility 

Microsoft Edge (web browser) 

• Microsoft Edge web browser can read any printed text on any webpage (including PDF files). Text that is an image or 

part of an image, scan of a document, or handwritten are excluded. Click on the three dots (…) on the top right and 

select the Read Aloud function 



•  

Google Chrome (web browser) 

• An extension must be installed (free or paid) so the web browser can read any printed text on any webpage (including 

PDF files). Text that is an image or part of an image, scan of a document. The extension will appear as a mini icon in the 

top right of the browser. Click on the three vertical dots, and click on settings, then accessibility. Search for text to 

speech and then install an extension you choose. Other accessibility extensions are available. 

 


